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Nursery

We started our week in nursery 
with a very successful stay and 
play session. It was wonderful to 
see so many parents and 
children access our nursery. 
The children have really enjoyed 
the story ‘Scared Little Bear’ this 
week, this is already becoming a 
firm favourite. Each day that the 
children have attended we have 
been so proud to see how they 
are adapting to each other, 
making friends and learning all 
about their new environment.

Year 1

This week we have been 
learning about hermit crabs and 
writing fact files; the children 
can describe what they look 
like, where they live and what 
they eat.  In maths, the children 
have been using greater than 
and less than symbols to 
compare numbers and 
quantities.  Our art work 
focussed on Andy Goldsworthy 
and the children made their own 
piece of transient art with items 
they collected in the orchard.

Year 3

This week we have been 
working hard learning the place 
value of numbers up to 1000! 
For our topic ‘Tremors’ we dug 
deep into the earth and looked 
at what it is made out of. We 
have been reading our class 
book ‘Escape from Pompeii’ 
and have looked at 
characteristics of the main 
character Tranio. In PE the 
children have really enjoyed 
football and have been 
dribbling and passing along 
with a keepy uppy challenge! 

Foundation Stage 2

We are so proud of the children 
in F2 for completing their first full 
week at school. They are settling 
in so well and it is so lovely to 
watch new friendships 
blossoming already!
The children are learning our 
school rules and routines and are 
doing so well.
They have enjoyed exploring all 
four of our areas of provision this 
week. They have particularly 
enjoyed playing “What time is it 
Mr Wolf?” in the outdoor area 
and using paintbrushes to write 
numbers in glitter as part of our 
Maths morning.

Year 5

Year five have been working hard 
on their Pharaoh topic this week! 
We have continued building our 
writing skills based on ‘The 
Egyptian Cinderella’ and plot 
some important points of interest 
on a map of Ancient Egypt. We 
have also read some more of our 
class book, ‘The Secret of the 
Sun King’. In Maths this week, 
the children have been rounding 
numbers to the nearest 10, 100 
and 1000. Finally, in Pe, the 
children have been practising 
their football skills and have been 
playing throw tennis!

Year 6
Year 6 have been working 
extremely hard this week, 
thinking about what we know 
already and what we’d like to 
achieve this year in Year 6. We’ve 
been working on place value with 
numbers up to ten million in 
Maths and learning about fossils 
in Science. We’ve been reading 
more about Darwin and created 
our own versions of his notebook 
to sketch and make notes in.

Year 2

Year Two have been busy this 
week with their topic The 
Scented Garden. In science we 
have been learning about seeds 
and how they are dispersed. We 
made some ‘sticky seeds’ and 
‘helicopters’. In computing we 
then used seesaw to record 
how these seeds are dispersed. 
This week we have continued to 
learn about characters from 
Jack and the Beanstalk and we 
wrote about the giant using 
some adjectives. In maths we 
have been learning about 
numbers upto 100.

Year 4
Year 4 have been very busy this 
week continuing our topic 
‘playlist’. In writing, we started 
collecting facts about Ed 
Sheeran for our biography next 
week. In science, we created  a 
comic strip all about how we 
hear.  In computing, we 
explored our rings of 
responsibility online and spoke 
about being safe online. In 
music, we started our violin 
lessons and got to listen to a 
range a music on the violin. 
Finally, in maths, we have been 
learning about rounding to the 
nearest 10 and 100. 


